SANTIAGO
UNO
GENERATING SOLUTIONS
FOR THE "LAST ONES"

ABOUT US
We develop several programmes to
reintegrate young people with fewer
opportunities into society via individual
programmes with which they can choose
their own way to rejoin themselves.
Our house aimed preferably at the "last
ones" and those who understand that
diversity enriches.
We contribute to a model of person who
likes to do GOOD without conditions,
who knows how to live in simplicity and
austerity. Having obtained a true culture,
they become socially committed, acquire
responsibility at work and achieve a
critical spirit.
We want that, having started from a
disadvantaged situation, they integrate
with dignity in society, without being
ashamed of their origin, and becoming an
active element to help other people who
start from a similar situation.
Here we coexist, among others, a
Christian and a Muslim community,
sharing and enriching each other.
They believe in our methodology, and feel
confident about it, therefore, 20% of
workers to date were students in our
school.
We manage 150 youngsters in our
protected houses and our schools have
more than 600 students.

CIRCULAR ECOSOCIAL
ECONOMY PROJECT
What Santiago
Uno provides...
TEACHING
Sharing theoretical
knowledge and skills
with new members

RECOVERY OF
LOST TRADES
Beekeeping, farming,
sheperding, agriculture,
mechanics, gardening...

PRODUCTION
Theoretical knowledge and
professional skills at the
service of the common good

What youngsters
provides...

HOME
A supervised house
where social and
independent living skills
are worked on

EDUCATION
Formal education that
they choose according
their intersts and skills

SOCIO-LABOR
INSERTION
Accompaniment is carried out in the
search for employment. 20% of Santiago
Uno workers to date were students in our
school.

THE
METHOD
This method designs a training path with
which the youngsters can choose a trade
which matches the most with their
interests.
Each week, the youngsters that participate
in this programme (mostly due to their
impossibility to join a formal education at
schools) try a new trade between the 20
different options Santiago 1 provide:
welding, bird recovery, food gardening,
apiculture, percussion, machinery, beauty,
etc.
Once they choose the trade that links with
their skills and interest, Santiago 1 offer
them the tailored formal education via
middle grade.
Besides, this method offers complimentary
studies related to Environmental and Social
Inclusion aiming at involving current
students to help other youngsters.
Each young is accompanied by Santiago 1
team workers in their educational training
programme aiming at getting some
resilience and empowerment at two levels:
at human beings and workers in a field
they like the most. Called 'climb to
success'.

RESULTS
+ 500 recovered birds

Honey production

In our Enviromental Center

From our hives

Proyect development

Wine and Olive Oil

In bioconstructions, food gardening and
kindergarten

Self-production

Release of "Puentesan"

Recovery

Cooperative farm where we produce +10k
cheese from shepherding

Of lost trades

COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES
We are currently developing a bunch of projects in liaison with the youngsters participating
in our programme. These are the most important in terms of development aid:
'Llenando Escuelas' (Morocco). Summer Camp where participants live in some Berber
communities helping in building their houses.
'Puente a Capiatá' (Paraguay). Clothing drive action based in Salamanca (Spain) with which
we send clothes and food to 1.5k children with fewer opportunities in Paraguay.

NON FORMAL EDUCATION
We launched several center arts e.g circus school, film center, leisure-time entertainment
and sports championships aiming at avoiding them to relapse into bad habits.

SANTIAGO UNO AWARDS
Seal of quality
EFQM NOV 2018
ISO9001:2015

2020
Environmental seal by the Spanish
government
Orange Foundation GarageLab funded award
to invest in improving digital equipment.
Local Government acknowledgement for the
formal education programmes locations.

2019
Fundación Telefónica Foundation
Volunteering Awards at Educational
section for 'Llenando Escuelas' project
Salamanca City Council awards:
Arts section (circus school)
Tourism

2018
RedCross awards in working with young
people with risk of exclusion

